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Innovators set to make impact at global forum in London 



10th November, London – To celebrate its 10th year The Finance and Investment Forum

(http://www.financeinvestmentforum.com/) for data centre, hosting, colocation and cloud has announced a

special programme for start-ups to meet the leading investors in the cloud and data centre space. 



“As the industry enters a new era the space for invention is even greater,” remarked Gregory Gerot,

managing director, BroadGroup Europe. The event will provide a special ‘Start-up Showcase Session’ to

see where the future of the sector lies. “We are looking for exciting and pioneering start-ups to

contact us for a chance to present what they think will revolutionise the market,” commented Mr. Gerot.



 

This highly regarded event will global attendees will allow the selected start-ups to meet with an

engaged and high level audience of investors and finance experts, real estate investors, pension funds,

private equity players, hedge funds, and VCs all keen to diversify and exploit growth in cloud.  



FIF London provides the ideal platform for budding cloud, data centre and hosting start-ups to connect

with the right people to move their projects forward dramatically. The event is widely regarded as the

place to take the temperature of the UK and global market while offering insights on future

opportunities. 



Attendees will focus on M&A, existing investments in the data centre and cloud space, new players seeking

investment and acquisition opportunities, companies seeking disposal of assets, brokerage opportunities,

IPOs, and professional service tendering.



Top speakers and insiders will explore this exciting time for expansion. The forum aims to sustain its

reputation for deep content and market intelligence, rare and unique access with attendees, and creating

an annual marketplace for all players engaged in the multi-billion dollar data centre and cloud growth

sector.



For more information, contact:

john.vather@broad-group.com

or 

Here (http://www.financeinvestmentforum.com/enquiries) 



The Finance and Investment Forum (http://www.financeinvestmentforum.com/)

London Marriott Hotel Grosvenor Square

Grosvenor Square

London

W1K 6JP
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